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Tips and Use Cases for Business 
Owners  



Hi,
I’m Arthur 🚀

I have a spike in…

• Paid Ads 

• Growth marketing 

• ChatGPT & AI  

• SEO, SEA

• Shady Ads

• CRO

To reach me

    Squad Lead at @UPTHRUST

🚀     linkedin.com/in/arthur.guiot/ 

✉      arthur.guiot@upthrust.eu 



GROWTH 
MARKETING

➔ AUDIT
➔ EXPERIMENTATIONS
➔ VALIDATION
➔ GROWTH PREDICTION

STAFFING 
DIGITAL 
EXPERTS

GROWTH 
ACADEMY

➔ OPEN PROGRAMS
➔ TAILORED PROGRAMS

DIGITAL 
PRODUCT 
STUDIO 

➔ FRONT END
➔ BACK END 
➔ APPS
➔ WEBSITES



Agenda

ChatGPT Overview 

Benefits for Marketers

Tips & Best Practices

Q&A Sessions

Wrap-up & Surprise 🎁

__   5 min

__   10 min

__   15 min 

__   10 min 

__   5 min 



It’s Interactive
Ask your questions in 
the chat.👇

ChatGPT will answer 
them! 



A revolution?



Netflix

Time to reach 1 million users 

Facebook

2.5 months

Instagram

3.5 years

10 months

5 days

ChatGPT



The real change 
is yet to come



Is it going to replace 
my job ?



"Move fast. Speed is one of 
your main advantages over 
large companies." 

- Sam Altman - 



Copyrights?
⇨ MOVE FASTER THAN LAW 



Benefits for Marketers



For you 
MOVE FAST ⇨ USE AI

openai.com/examples 

https://beta.openai.com/examples


100000+
USE CASES

A long list



Brainstorm 🧠



Generate ideas in less 
than 5 min



Invest Wisely



Lean Startup



Market research done 
in minutes



Market research 



Did you ChatGPT it?



Improve Google Search

Download 
Chrome 
Extension

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/chatgpt-for-search-engine/feeonheemodpkdckaljcjogdncpiiban
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/chatgpt-for-search-engine/feeonheemodpkdckaljcjogdncpiiban
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/chatgpt-for-search-engine/feeonheemodpkdckaljcjogdncpiiban


Improve Internet Edge



No more dev acting as a diva  👑…

Code this for me



Little video - how to automate Excel or Google Sheet with ChatGPT

Excel guru they said?  

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/chat-gpt_how-to-automate-excel-with-chatgpt-activity-7021028854387326979-3wf9


Generate campaign 
strategy



Campaigns in minutes



Simplify your life with 
Influencers



Text-to-Whatever



AI models can be biased based on training data, e.g. displaying only female flight attendants.

Generating Visuals



AI-Generated Visuals

Midjourney
● Logos
● Icons
● Page Layouts

Close-up of protein supplement 
inside gym, with strong man working 
out in the background

Skincare product on top of the table, 
with a group of women in the 
background looking at it

Dall-E

Make a homepage for walking 
sneakers

Crocodile astronaut on Lunar 
orbit 

● Ads
● Photos

https://www.midjourney.com/
https://labs.openai.com/


From YouTube to a blog 
post

�� ��



Tips & Best 
Practices



Server crashed again?

beta.openai.com/playground 

https://beta.openai.com/playground


Patience you must learn
Which tasks can you ChatGPT? 

There are lots of small tasks you can change via 
ChatGPT. 

Micro-note everything you do in your day. And look 
at what you can automate. 

Find prompts ideas

LinkedIn, Blog, Reels etc. 
Be curious and playful. 

Keep a block note of your best prompts

Copy/Paste will be your friend once again… 



ChatGPT Prompt Formula

● Context
● Task
● Instruction
● Refine



Get a character

Github - Awesome ChatGPT Prompts  

Datasets - Characters for Prompts  

https://github.com/f/awesome-chatgpt-prompts
https://huggingface.co/datasets/fka/awesome-chatgpt-prompts#act-as-an-advertiser


DO’s 
✅ Use English for your prompts

✅ Give it examples and context 

✅ Comment your own work with AI

✅ Look for provocative & out of the ordinary angles

DON’Ts
❌ Lose your critical sense → ChatGPT does a lot of mistakes → ChatGPT isn’t GOD

❌ Hope that the AI can read your brain → reiterate 5x if necessary

❌ No effort in your prompts = generic answers 

❌ Write content > Edit



The ethics?



Question & 
ChatGPT Answers 

 Growth Squad Lead 

🚀 linkedin.com/in/arthurguiot/

✉ arthur.guiot@upthrust.eu
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Thanks for your 
participation!


